
The above definition covers only "early warning" of armed confliots. It could be
broadened to include any political. threts (flot j ust threats of armed conflict) and, even further,
to natural disasters. This paper, however, is concerned only with the potential for armed
conffict.

What constitutes "early'? The practical answer follows from the definition is: in time
to make an effort at conflict prevention. If there is flot sufficient time to take potentially
preventive action, then the teri "late warning" is appropriate. If thic conffict is a]ready rapidly
escalating, the term uwarilg may flot even be applicable at ail. For conflict prevention and
preparedness, early warning should be done as far ini advance as possible. However, it is harder
to make accurate predictions over the long range and unless the threat is real, states are unlilcely
to respond to an early warning. Thus early warning can be measured on the scale of time (how
early thc warning) and intensity of the warning (how strong the warning). A balance point bas
to be reached ini practice, which will depend largely on the nature of the threat. A desirable
early warning pcriod for most conflicts would be one to six months.

In spite of Uic logical linlc between early warning and preventive action, it is not
necessary Uiat a conflict be successfully prevented for early warning te have been achieved.
Early warning can take place even if preventive action was not taken. It is only important Uiat
Uic warning be made early enough Uiat prevention action cai be attempted.

Early warning can best be illustrated in relation te a generalized conflict, with its
escalation, criais peak(s) and descending phases as shown in Figure 1. Usually, Uic Secretary-
general intervenes in a conffict only after it bas escalatcd, and a large number of lives have been
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